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File preview

Who is Lou Baldin ?



Lou Baldin has reached the public through threads opened on

the American website Above Top Secret (ATS). He has written

several books, most of them are about UFOs and

extraterrestrials.

Under the username Sleeper, he opened those threads in order

to voluntarily answer questions from internet users who had

read his first books (A Day with an extraterrestrial and In

League with a UFO) and to widely develop the information of his "alien

contact" that Lou baptized Milton.

His two major threads, "Are ETs as real as the nose on your face?" and "I'm

coming clean on extraterrestrials" met certain success on ATS, also attracting

many skeptics who vainly persisted to debunk his words and tried to make a

crook out of him.

His various treads and blogs exceeded two thousand pages of questions and

answers to this day. This guide is an attempt to concentrate the vast majority of

his answers and revelations under themes.



Happy reading



Note: This guide only contains about 50% of all Lou Baldin's answers that can

be found on treads and blogs, and nothing from his books. It will be completed

over time by other answers but already contains the bulk of it.
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-IINTRODUCTION



About me

Why the username Sleeper?

When I signed up I entered many words and names the one I have is the one that took.

I don’t consider myself psychic, I don’t meditate or go into a trance or use chicken bones, nor

do I read the star charts to predict the future.

I have a political slant, I am the opposite of aliens, i am very political in my views.

I’m not straight line conservative politically speaking, mostly in the commonsense issues like

personal responsibility, standing on your own two feet, and things that count for the long

term, like eternity because life is forever and we carry our baggage with us wherever we go.

That’s why some of us sink into the bottomless quagmire of hopelessness. Know any people

like that? This world is filled with them.

I’m not a religious person so that’s not where I’m going with this.

I was a Catholic, and when I married I changed my religion to one of the protestant ones---the one my wife and children belong to-----I even thought my children to be good Christians---yet I do not adhere to any religion or secular beliefs.

My mother was very Catholic in her beliefs and I did believe in Christianity but I never was

good at it----I went to church as a child but stopped when I became a teenager----I started

back up when I had children just to give them something to chew on.

I was never afraid of going to hell----it never made sense to me that a loving father---god---would send his children to eternal damnation----I never discussed religion with my parents---they had their beliefs and I had mine.

I respect Christians----my family is Christians---I raised two children in the Christian beliefs---they go to Church every Sunday.

I would say my Christian beliefs have been upgraded to a higher operating version--I did three or four years in Catholic grade school---the best education I ever received,

discipline goes a long way in the learning department---lol

I was raised a Catholic and my Christian confirmation name is Michael.

I did go to the church while my children were growing up to give them a sense of community

and love for others.

I am not a Scientologist, nor do I prescribe to any earth religions or beliefs---but I’m also not

against most of them.

I’m not Scientology; they have attacked me many times as have others

I did not dabble in the occult.

I don't meditate.

While in college I did some bio feedback that helped me relax, but I don’t have the patience to

meditate anymore--If you are asking if I take drugs----I do----an aspirin once in a while, and I have a glass of

wine with my meals---one glass.

I am not allowed to take drugs.



I don’t know my IQ

I’m not concerned about the army tracking me down and putting me out of commission, I’m a

veteran, and not in hiding, they “know” where to find me if they want me.

I have experience aliens many times since my army days-----if the military or anyone else is

watching me I am not aware of it. Maybe after this they will.

I have never been regressed-----and personally I know it would be pointless----since they can

place whatever they wish in our minds.

I have been shown a few things [of what is to come] but for the most part I have to take one

day at a time.

I will not returned to this planet for a long time, unless I am sent back or certain other

circumstances pull be back

I am planning a long vacation before deciding on my next assignment.

I have no concern about dying----that would be the end of my exile----I came from a truly

cool place to this planet---not that I have it bad but it’s a whole lot less than what I had.

In my previous existence I have seen much but nothing as I have been shown while in this

life----forgive me if I don’t give details---I don’t have the time---I have to make a living like

everyone else.

I have an optimistic outlook on existence and my life.

Life to me is like school there are good times and bad but overall I enjoy the learning curve

and look forward to graduation.

The only thing I worship is a good cup of coffee in the morning

I am not a scientologist. I'm a contactee, perhaps I should see it that qualifies as a tax exempt

religion--I don’t share this stuff with those in my social circles.

I have normal dreams---find myself in crowded places in my underwear---so embarrassing--My health is great; I'm not concerned about anything--- implants and other objects inside of

me.

I’m going back to that uninhabitable planet I came from---, but I will take a break first and

hang out in a very bright spot near the center of this galaxy, in spirit form---for as long as they

allow me.

I was going to be taken at the age of fifty but asked for an extension because I didn’t want to

put my children and wife through the anguish---at the very last minute they extended my stay--don’t know for how long but I can go anytime I want, my family is what is keeping me here.

I’m not going to take my family with me, they are on different paths and we are not due to

cross paths again for some time, so they cannot go with me.



I did know the date of my original departure which was a few years ago, but it got extended

for reasons I’m not complete sure about. Don’t know my next departure window yet.

I don’t know when I’ll be departing from this earth.

I have my occasional cup of Java, and a drink of wine at dinner---that’s about all my head can

take---lol

As far as raising my vibrations I use to do it with regular coffee---and have since switched to

decafe---I don’t like the higher vibrations--I love nature and spend many hours walking in it---preferably alone.

I like nonfiction and history books.

I never liked sci-fi books, and may have read one or two my whole life. I like true stories and

history books.

I buy all my books and literally have hundreds of them, many I have yet to read---very few

are fiction

My source is me and Milton and I hold the Copyright.

Once everyone gets their cut there isn’t much left over for the writer, only those that make it

to the top of the sellers list make a living doing it---but I’m not complaining I didn’t get into

writing for the money because I have been doing it for many years and have yet to make any,

I write because I was asked to write---not told---and I enjoy writing.

About my “soul category”: I’m in voluntary exile---lol

I have a shop in my basement, it’s filled with old radios, something about vacuum tubes and

old circuitry gives me goose bumps---lol

I love crusty bread and eat it all the time.

I used to be in construction, built houses, and those glasses and several other pairs have saved

my eyes from flying nails out of nail guns and wood splinters and other shrapnel in the heat of

battle at constructions sites.

The pair I have now are much smaller but they too have been marred by molten copper when

I was doing some rewiring in my basement and I cut into a live wire.

So my eyeglasses have served me well--What question do I most want the answer to?

Why do any of us merit being born into this magical universe?

Milton tried to explain it to me once and my mind went blank from overload---it’s such a

strange deal the brain locks up---Milton said I had to upgrade my spirit-ware before I could

run that advanced program, concept--It’s no secret that there are people who don’t like me---lol

There are a couple of possibilities for my next hangout but they will not tell me until the last

minute--- I’m on borrowed time since my stay here was extended a few years ago by my

request. Therefore my options have changed, and now my time of departure will determine

where I go from here.
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